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Abstract
Analysis of risk in life insurance claims is very important to do by the insurance company actuary. Risk in life insurance claims are generally
measured using the standard deviation or variance. The problem is, that the standard deviation or variance which is used as a measure of the
risk of a claim can not accommodate any claims of risk events. Therefore, in this study developed a model called risk measures Collective
Modified Value-at-Risk. Model development is done for several models of the distribution of the number of claims and the distribution of the
value of the claim. Collective results of model development Modified Value-at-Risk is expected to accommodate any claims of risk events,
when given a certain level of significance
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1.1 Introduction
Insurance is one of the techniques to manage risk, which is quite
widely used. Insurance can be viewed as a tool in which an
individual can transfer the risk to another party, in which the
insurance company to accumulate funds from individuals to meet
the financial needs related to damages (Dickson, 2005). As
organizations take control and recipient risk, the insurance
company would have to take into account the risk if there were
multiple claims, because if not, will result in losses that could
make the insurance company went bankrupt (Bowers et al.,
1997). In risk management, the insurance company must know
the character of those to predict the risk of loss that will occur in
the future. Character of these risks can be studied in a model of
the distribution of claims (Riaman et al., 2012). There are two
standard approaches for distribution claim modeling during the
insurance period is the collective risk modeling and individual
risk modeling (Arkin & Shorgin, 2001).
In the collective risk modeling, claims that appear every risk
occurs is called the individual claim, the accumulation of
individual claims during the period of insurance claims referred
to as aggregation (Dickson, 2005; Kahn, 1992). Distribution
model can be formed from the aggregation of the claims of the
models and the number of individual claims, so as to form a
model of the distribution of the aggregation claims must first be
determined and the model of the distribution of the individual
claim amount (Heckman & Meyers, 2001; Bowers et al., 1997).
Collective Risk collective, usually measured using variance. But
often the variance risk measure can not accommodate any event
risk, because there is a risk of claims beyond the amount of
variance (Dickson, 2005).

Therefore, in this study developed a model of collective risk
measure, called the Collective Modified Value-at-Risk
(ColMVaR). Development of this model is based on the collective
risk model contained in research Dickson in 2005 and Khan in
1992. The goal is to formulate a model as one alternative for
measuring the collective risk. Collective Modified Value-at-Risk
(ColMVaR) result of this development is expected to
accommodate any event collective risk, when given a certain
level of significance. As a numerical illustration, ColMVaR
models were used to analyze the simulation data that has risk
characteristics of claims incurred.

1.2 Research Background
Insurance companies in risk management should carefully
consider the risks that may occur during the period of insurance.
Because the insurance company as a guarantor risk of a loss of
the insured must be able to bear the possibility of a claim from
the insured to the insurer. Insurers should know the risks of risk
characteristics, which can be studied in a model of distribution of
claims. Of the distribution function claims, insurers can
determine the price of underwriting risks insured. Underwriting
price is intended to prevent insurers from greater losses
(Pramdsti, 2011). Insurers take into account of risk not only
individuals, but also the risk of aggregation collective.

1.3 Research Questions
Based on the description of the background of the above
problems, in general, the problem in this research is "How can
developes Modified Collective value-at-Risk and its application in
risk analysis group life insurance". From this general problem is
decomposed into several specific issues as follows:
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1. How to model individual risk and collective risk in life
insurance, as well as its application?
2. How to estimate the model parameters of individual risk and
collective risk in life insurance, for some models the
distribution of the number and the value of the claim?
3. How the development model of Collective Value-at-Risk and
Collective Modified Value-at-Risk in life insurance, for a
number of claims distribution model and the value of the
claim?
4. How do you compare the results of calculations Collective
Risk, Collective Value-at-Risk, and Collective Modified
Value-at-Risk in the simulation data and the value of the
number of claims life insurance claims?

1.4 Research Objectives
Based on the above formulation of the problem, the general
purpose of this research is "Formulating the model of Collective
Modified value-at-Risk and data simulation apply to life insurance
claims". Based on general purpose we explain into the following
specific objectives :
1.

To modeling the individual risk and collective risk in life
insurance, as well as its application.
To estimating the model parameters of individual risk and
collective risk in life insurance, for some models the
distribution of the number and the value of the claim.
To developing the model of Collective Value-at-Risk and
Collective Modified Value-at-Risk in life insurance, for a
number of claims distribution model and the value of the
claim.
To comparing the results of calculations Collective Risk,
Collective Value-at-Risk, and Collective Modified Value-atRisk in the simulation data and the value of the number of
claims life insurance claims.

2.

3.

4.

2. Methodology
Individual risk can be viewed as individual claims units to-i (i =
1, 2, ..., N), and denoted by
X i , So that

X  { X i }i 1,2,...,N where N is the lot of a claim. X i which
can be assumed to be continuous or discrete distribution, which is
a random variable are independent and identically distributed.
While the collective risk is the sum of N individual claims,
namely (Pramdsti, 2011):
∑

(2.1)

The main benefit of the collective risk model is that it is an
efficient computational model, which is also closer to reality.
However, the collective model, some ignored the policy
information (Mahmoudvand & Edalati, 2009). Referring Pramdsti
(2011), Mahmoudv and & Edalati (2009) and Dickson (2005),
that the average amount of collective claims can be expressed as:

E[S ]  E[ E[S | N  n]]

  E[S | N  n]P( N  n)  E[ X ]E[ N ]
N
While the variance as a measure of risk aggregation claims
collectively can be determined by the following equation:

V [S ]  E[ E[S 2 | N  n]]  ( E[S ]) 2





  nV [ X ]  n 2 ( E[ X ]) 2 P( N  n)  ( E[S ]) 2
N

 V [ X ]E[ N ]  ( E[ x]) 2 V [ N ]
Referring Andreas de Vries (2000), because the variance or
standard division is a measure of the average deviation, which is
often not able to accommodate all events deviation (risk).
Therefore, the idea emerged to quantify the risk carried by
quintile or better known as Value-at-Risk (VaR).
Based on the research results Pramdsti (2011), Mahmoudvand &
Edalati (2009) and Dickson (2005), and Andreas de Vries (2000),
in this study will develop a model of Collective Modified Valueat-Risk (ColMVaR).

2.1 Risk Model Claims set
Is defined as the sum of a collection of random variables total
of claims incurred within one year of the risk. Suppose the
random variable indicates the number of claims of risk this year,
and let the random variable to declare the amount of the claim.
Aggregate claim amount is the sum of the number of individual
claims, therefore can write as in equation (2.1) with the
understanding
that when
. (If there is no claim, then
the aggregate claim amount is zero). In this paper, modeling
number of individual claims as a non-negative random variable
with mean positive (Dickson, 2005).
Now made two important assumptions. First, it is assumed
* +
a that the random variable is a sequence of iid
(independent and identically distributed), and second, it is
assumed that the random variable
independent of * + .
These assumptions reveals that the amount of any claim does not
depend on the number of other claims, and that the distribution of
the number of claims did not change throughout the year. The
assumption also states that the number of claims has no effect on
the amount of the claim (Dickson, 2005; Bowers et al., 1997).
In particular, the risk of a portfolio of insurance policies, and
collective risk model appears from the testimony that in this study
considered the overall risk. In particular, count the number of
claims of the portfolio, and not from individual policyholders
(Kahn, 1992).

2.2 Collective Risk
Starting with some notation. Suppose that ( )
(
)the
distribution function shows a collection of claims ( )
(
), stating the distribution function of the number of
individual claims, and suppose that
(
) a* +
probability function for the number of claims.
Therefore, can be obtained from the distribution function by
+ occurred when a claim occurs,
noting that the incident *
n = 0,1,2, ...., and the amount of the
claim is not over .
Therefore, it can be shown the events *
+ as a unity of
mutually exclusive events *
dan
+ and, thus (Dickson,
2005; Heckman & Meyers, 1983):
*

+

⋃*

+
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Therefore
( )

and since it was formed for
therefore
(

)

∑

(

)

, -

Now
(

)

(

)

(

)

So, for
( )

(∑

)

)

,
( )

(

Using similar arguments, the case when the number of individual
claims distributed on a positive integer with probability function
(

( )

)
, probability of functions *
for

to
and

+

provided by

∑

(

,
,
)

(∑
) . Formula (2.3) not more beneficial
where
than formula (2.2). However, on certain distributions to ,
can be calculated recursively for
, using
as initial
values for the recursive calculation, and this paper does not
specifically addressed this issue (Dickson, 2005).

2.3 Modeling Collective Value-at-Risk
Moments and the moment generating function of
can be
calculated using conditional expectation argument. The key result
is that for any two random variables and , there is a relevant
moment (Dickson, 2005; Bowers et al., 1997):
, and
, -

, (
, (

)-

(

)-

, (

, (

)-

(
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Therefore, obtained
,
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]
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(

is

)

thus ,
obtained

). Then, by applying equation (2.5) is
), (
,
, -

(

)

Equation (2.7) does not have the same type on the basis of
interpretation as equation (2.6), but it shows that the variance is
shown in the form of mean and variance in the second
distribution of the number of claims and the distribution of the
number of individual claims (Meng-Yi Li, 2000).
Further, that the Collective Value-at-Risk is defined as

~
ColVaR   N{E (S )  z (V [S ])1 / 2 }
(2.8)
~
with N many claim they want to know the level of risk, and
z

percentile of the standard normal distribution when given

level of significance  . Due to the risk of claims related to the
issue, the value of

z selected

which is located on the left tail

(Andreas de Vries, 2000; Casiglio et al., 2002; Manganelli and
Engle, 2001).
When equation (2.6) and (2.7) is substituted into equation (2.8),
the model obtained Collective Value-at-Risk with the equation as





1/ 2 
~
ColVaR   N E[ N ]m1  z E[ N ](m2  m12 )  V [ N ]m12




(2.9)

2.4 Analysis Stages

)

As the closest application of equation (3.4) is obtained
, -

and

)

remember that
( ) is defined to be 1, and zero if (Bowers et
al., 1997).
In principle, equation (1) can result in the calculation of the mean
of the distribution of aggregate claims. However, complexity is
not present in a form suitable for most individual claim amount
distribution of practice such as Pareto and lognormal. Though in
cases when no appropriate forms, the distribution function in
equation (3.2) remains to be evaluated as a finite sum.

()

-

Using a similar method, using the information that * +
independent random variables,

( )

,
∑

-

,

This is a very interesting result, because it suggests that the
expected number of claims collection is the product of the
expected number of claims and the expectations of the amount of
each claim (Dickson, 2005).

and
(

,

,

the moment is to k.

The data used in this study is simulated data generated by the
characteristics of some life insurance claims data for the actual
credit. To process the data will be performed using R Software.
The methodology used in this study was based on the following
stages:
1. Studying on individual risk models and collective risk
models in general are often used for the analysis of life
insurance risks.
2. Studying on the collective risk model, where the number of
insurance claims Negative Binomial distribution.
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4.

5.
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Conduct studies estimate parameters include the mean,
variance, skewness, and kurtosis, for some model
distribution of the number of claims and claims.
To develop models Collective Value-at-Risk model
development and Collective Modified Value-at-Risk, for
some models the distribution of many of the claims and
claims.
Implementing the simulation data and comparative analysis
of the results of the calculation of collective risk, collective
Value-at-Risk, and Collective Modified Value-at-Risk, the
credit life insurance simulated data.
Conclusion.
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3. Conclusion
This is to propose and develope Modified Collective Value At
Risk. Some distribution such as Poisson, Lognormal and
Binomial distribution will be use for combining and mixture to
develop the propose model.

